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Project Tobong
PERFORMING TO THE CAMERA IN JAVA, INDONESIA

INTRODUCTION
Project Tobong is a collaborative project led by Helen Marshall
with Indonesian artist Risang Yuwono and supported by Arts
Council England and the British Council. It revolves around the
Ketoprak Tobong Kelana Bakti Budaya, one of the last remaining
nomadic theatre troupes currently based in Yogyakarta, Java.
Challenging conventional forms of social documentary, Project Tobong
seeks to preserve and reinvigorate the ritual of historic storytelling
and performance. Helen Marshall and Risang Yuwono worked with
the Ketoprak Tobong Kelana Bakti Budaya, one of the few remaining
‘Ketoprak’ theatre troupes in Indonesia. This community of travelling
players performs traditional musical dramas through spoken soliloquy,
dialogue and singing, using as their stage the ‘tobong’ - a portable bamboo
structure. The stories are drawn from Javanese history and romances, and
are performed in costumes evocative of those worn by legendary figures
from centuries gone by.

BIOS
Risang Yuwono was born in

Semarang, Indonesia in 1985. He
currently lives with the Ketoprak Tobong
Kelana Bakti Budaya. He also works on
various commercial assignments as an
independent photographer. His work
has been published in the national and
international press including the Jakarta
Post, Tempo Magazine and the Jakarta
Institute. He also works with several
photography communities including
Bau Tanah street photography and
Islam University.
Risang’s family are patrons of Ketoprak
Tobong and Risang has been involved
with them for more than a decade.

Ketoprak Tobong Kelana Bakti
Budaya is one of the last remaining

theatre troupes in Java, currently
located in Sleman, Yogyakarta. They
began their wanderings in Kediri,
East Java, and move from site to site,
performing to local audiences. About 15
players remain in Yogyakarta itself.
The tobong is a temporary building
constructed from bamboo with no
walls, that can be moved from place to
place. It has a combined use as stage,
group of dwellings, and auditorium.

Helen Marshall was born in 1971
and is a British artist whose work is
rooted in photography and design.
She has a history of collaborative
practice and has produced a number
of projects both in the UK and
internationally that have showcased
British and international artists,
often situated outside the gallery or
museum context and in the wider
public realm.

With the spread of modern media and with transnational styles and
content in performance gaining in popularity, interest in traditional
storytelling has been eroded, and audiences for Ketoprak are dwindling.
Project Tobong explores the players’ predicament by presenting a series
of living pictures which use the language of Ketoprak (the costumes
and postures of performance) to reference its own threatened status.
This project brings a unique view of a vanishing art form and traditional
community to a new audience, a combination of photographic arts
and performance which bridges the gap between contemporary and
traditional art practices.

Helen’s interventions challenge
conventional social documentary
approaches, often empowering
the subject. Her portfolio includes
participatory commissions for BBC
Television, Tate Britain and The
Photographers’ Gallery.

www.projecttobong.com
Supported by Arts Council and British Council, Project Tobong was first exhibited at Indonesia Contemporary Art Network Gallery during Helen Marshall’s
residency in Yogyakarta, Indonesia in January, 2012. The project was then hosted at SOAS University of London as part of Indonesia Kontemporer and during
Yuwono’s residency at Gasworks, London in 2013. The project has also been represented at the Rich Mix, Photovoice PICS Festival, Delhi Photo Festival
2013 and the Kuala Lumpur Photo Awards 2014. The project is exhibited at Open Eye Gallery, Open 1, with the support of the Brian Mercer Charitable Trust,
Liverpool 16th May-23rd August 2015, and at the Horniman Museum and Gardens, South Balcony London 3rd October 2015-10th April 2016.

THE STORY

COLLABORATION

PHOTO SHOOTS

Helen Marshall first met Risang Yuwono in Tana Toraja,
Sulawesi, Indonesia where both had travelled to take
photographs relating to the region’s funeral rites and rituals.
Risang invited Helen to visit the Ketoprak Tobong Kelana Bakti
Budaya in Yogyakarta. The plan for the project was conceived,
and later she returned to Yogyakarta to work with Risang
and the theatre troupe to create an exhibitions and events
programme, website and publication.

The artists documented the lives of this community
of performers and where they live on the outskirts of
the city of Yogyakarta, spending a period of intensive
residency with them over two months. Together
they devised a series of constructed photographs or
tableaux vivant (living pictures), whereby each player
was removed from his or her original context and
situated in a new one.

“The chance meeting with Risang and the
personal nature of the collaboration was what
intrinsically shaped the identity of the work. It
was also the sense of ‘otherness and togetherness’
that sustained our contact and return visits to
Indonesia and UK. We both share the belief that
photography has a dynamic ability to capture the
intangible and bring it to wider audiences, and
three years on we are excited to be able to realise
this together.”
Helen Marshall

They travelled into the city and beyond, finding the
locations along the way. Each player developed his or
her own relationship to the camera and responded
to the environment using found props, often inviting
passers by to be part of the improvised scene.

”Rather than being shown on stage, they are
photographed at random outdoor locations; a traditional
troupe cast out into the contemporary wild. Their
dislocation at once refers to their nomadic performing
nature, but also potentially to their increasing irrelevance
in globalised contemporary society, a threat that seems to
face all dwindling artistic traditions.”
The Jakarta Post

KETOPRAK TOBONG KELANA BAKTI BUDAYA
Ketoprak Tobong are one of the last remaining theatre troupes in Java, currently located in Sleman, Yogyakarta.
They began their wanderings in Kediri, East Java, and moved from site to site, performing to local audiences.
About 15 players remain in Yogyakarta itself. Risang Yuwono’s family are patrons of Ketoprak Tobong and Risang
himself has been involved with them for more than a decade. In 2000 Risang’s father bought the theatre company
in Yogjakarta and this responsibility was passed onto Risang in 2015.
The Tobong is a temporary building constructed from bamboo with no walls, that can be moved from place to
place. It has a combined use as stage, group of dwellings, and auditorium. Helen Marshall was invited by Risang
one evening to the outskirts of Yogyakarta city to watch a performance and this is how Project Tobong began.

“In the realm of the Javanese arts, a Ketoprak is a community
theatre performance featuring actors in traditional costumes.
The styles of make-up and the bejewelled headdresses, armlets
and wrist bands are reminiscent of those worn by actors in the
royal courts. Skirt cloths are also decorated with the motifs and
patterns of the courts.
In courtly theatrical traditions the stories are usually from
the classic epics the Ramayana or Mahabharata. In Ketoprak
they are more likely to be from Javanese history. Although
performances can often be rather unorthodox, there are a

number of standard rules which are usually adhered to. Actors
speak their lines in Javanese for example, a language which
is less common in daily life, as the national language Bahasa
Indonesia predominates. This also may give the performances
an old-fashioned feel. The accompanying music is not played on
modern instruments but on the traditional Javanese gamelan.
As with other theatrical styles though, Ketoprak comes in many
flavours. Elements of action, drama, romance, politics and
humour all feature.”
Source Garuda magazine / Yudasmoro

The Ketoprak Tobong community welcomes visitors from
outside, as their mainstay audience are usually members
of the local village. It is quite possible to arrange such
a visit to watch a performance for yourself. Tickets are
sold for a relatively small amount, reinforcing the fact
that the experience is witnessing and participating in a
‘way of life’ including backstage preparations where the
community lives, making up and dressing rituals and
being treated to a glass of tea or perhaps an indonesian
delicacy while you wait, often until late into the night, for
the performance to begin.
Yogyakarta (often called “Jogja”) is a city in Java, Indonesia
known for its traditional arts and cultural heritage. With
a population of 150 million, Java is home to 57 percent
of the Indonesian population, and is the most populated
island in the world. Java has a diverse background of
religious beliefs, ethnicities, and cultures.
Ketoprak Tobong Kelana Bakti Budaya,
Dusun Brayut RT 01 / RW 23, Wukir Sari, Cangkringan,
Sleman, Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta, Indonesia

THE ARTWORK
1. CITY WALL - Yogyakarta is a city famous for its prolific and
political street graffiti. We took this photograph from the other
side of a busy road, whilst a worker joined the scene.
2. TRAIN STATION - Yogyakarta is a rapidly growing city
undergoing many building projects. We took this photograph
on the platform with the cement bags and train carriage as a
backdrop.
3. GAS STATION - This photograph had to be taken very
quickly as cars were driving into the scene. The location was
on the outskirts very close to the home of the Ketoprak Tobong
community.
4. BUILDING SITE - We took this photograph of the two
performers enacting a tug of war on a building site soon after a
heavy tropical downpour.
5. YOGYAKARTA SPECIAL REGION - We took this photograph
of a performer who had lost his arms in a childhood accident,
on the site of a disused cultural building on the road towards
Parangtritis Beach.
6. OCEAN - Parangtritis is a popular tourist beach on the south
coast within the province of the Yogyakarta Special Region. It is
sometimes said to be a place to meet the legendary Nyai Loro
Kidul or ‘Queen of the South’. We asked a man who was walking
along the shore to be in the photograph.
7. DUNES - We stopped for refreshments near the beach at
Parangtritis and borrowed the drinks crate from a vendor.
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8. FIELDS - In the fields near the city of Yogyakarta we found an
old mirror and a wheelbarrow. We asked the performers to do
whatever they wanted for the photograph.
9. HARVEST - Rice fields surround Yogyakarta. Social change and
urban development has led many young people to stop working
in the rice fields. This photograph was taken just before a huge
downpour of rain.
10. ABANDONED BUILDING - Many buildings remain
uncompleted on the outskirts of Yogyakarta. For this photograph
we transported and arranged the chairs from the Tobong theatre
around the performer, using the green paint as a cue.
11. AIR CON - Yogyakarta has a hot tropical climate. Every
building has air conditioning installed and these units have
become ‘must have’ features of the urban landscape. We asked
the performers to interact with one as if rehearsing a scene.
12. THE AIRPORT - Yogyakarta has an international airport and
the planes often fly low as they take off or approach over the city.
We waited near the airfield for some time for this photograph to
be captured with many ‘misses’ only to begin again until we got
what we had been waiting for.
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Helen Marshall & Risang Yuwono © 2013			
Project Tobong
Numbers 1-12		
MEDIA / INNOVA Semi-Matt Giclée (1200 x 800mm)
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“Struggling to survive in a world that seems to spin away from their traditional ways, the performers
opt to break away from the stage and venture into the city, no longer playing for a live audience, but
for the camera. Photography offers a ‘new eye’ for the troupe’s practice, not only by placing it in a
contemporary context but also by revealing the social story behind it. Marshall and Yuwono’s images
account for both the performed narrative and the story of the performers themselves. That’s what
makes these images special and important.”
8

Rodrigo Orrantia, Art Historian and Curator
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“The project and the nature of the collaboration has been an extreme rarity in
the photographic scenery in Indonesia. Whilst theatre has attracted some local
and international documentary photographers, the last remaining traditional
theatre troupe of the Ketoprak Tobong Kelana Budaya in Yogyakarta merit a
research and art development-based project of this scale to do justice to their
surviving struggle. Their decontextualised portraits in performing outfits allow
them to symbolically reiterate their long forgotten social status. The provocative
setting of their poses is a literal undertaking to contextualise their existence
within the contemporary Yogyakarta.”
Alexander Supartono, Curator

In the absence of words and sounds, it is
left to the viewer to determine a dramatic
narrative to make sense of the posed tableaux
confronting the anachronisms of ketoprak, as
a cultural system or distinct art world, with the
vicissitudes of Indonesian modernity.
As anthropologist James Siegel points out, in photo calendars and
posters traditional Javanese theatre artists are typically posed in
outdoor settings such as hotel gardens, in which the markers of
the everyday visibly intrude. Viewers are selectively inattentive.
When pressed, viewers recognise an actor might be too old for a
part, that a stalk of corn ‘should not be there,’ or that an ancient
temple should not be in ruin but in pristine condition to fit a story’s
temporality. But these discrepancies do not discomfit. They are not
uncanny. Any index of the contemporary moment is instead to be
ignored. Discordant details are present ‘simply because the camera
sees indiscriminately,’ reports Siegel.

But Project Tobong’s tableaux are anything
but indiscriminating. Locations and props
and co-actants are strategically selected
to rub ironically and intentionally against
ketoprak’s grain.
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Ketoprak and its contradictions
Prak! Prak! Ke-to-prak! Ketoprak is named onomatopoeically
after the sound of a pattern played with a wooden mallet on a
hollow wooden box or ‘keprak’. With a rhythm like the badumdum of a nightclub drummer punctuating a joke, a pattern to
jolt the body into action, this is no breakdancer’s pop or hit,
not spasmatic, robotic, and alienated jerkiness, nor uncanny
dehumanization. Rather the warm wood-on-wood sound of
ke-to-prak invites, but does not command, a punctuated dance
movement, a head weave-and-bob or shoulder brace. The
timbre calls to mind the wooden slit gong or tong-tong which in
Javanese villages summons Muslims to prayer or, played more
urgently, signals alarm. But with some rare exceptions, the
raucous and sometimes rude ketoprak theatre is not for the
pious, nor does it generate apprehension. It is popular culture
out of a different era, r-r-r-restoring and r-r-r-re-interpreting
the past in the present. Like vaudeville or music hall, ketoprak
is an entertainment for the semi-literate masses—sometimes
sentimental or melodramatic; alternately comical and horrific;
thrilling to some, kitsch to others.

The photographic subjects of Project Tobong are silent. Actors
are posed in full costume and makeup, all batik and glitter.
They embody the codified gestural language of the stock
parts undertaken in performance. A hand resting on a hip or a
clenched fist to display defiance. Eyes looking into the distance,
signifying pining and unfulfilled desire. Hands demurely covering
the groin to demonstrate modesty. Lips pursed and brow
furrowed to indicate intense effort. Nose in the air to connote
aristocratic status and distance from the world. Hand in front of
a mouth to conceal a smirk or chuckle. But there is no dialogue,
no accompanying gamelan musical orchestra, no audience
chatter or laughter to be heard. Absent too are the decorative
proscenium arch to frame the plays in Java’s storied past, stage
lighting to mute thick makeup, and the tobong – the mobile
theatre traditionally constructed from woven bamboo and thatch
which is the company’s home and work environment.

In ‘Train Station’, we see a bare-chested, long-haired king, with a
peaked golden crown, weighty gold earrings and necklace, tattoos,
poleng skirt and blackened face showing unbridled power, thick
false moustache and painted beard, sitting on an arm chair. He
stares piercingly at the camera, his fingers interlocked on his lap, his
legs spread wide. Beside him are three other kethoprak characters
of apparently lesser rank. A younger woman with a silver tiara,
bright red bodice and flowery batik skirt is pleasantly plump and
either a junior wife or daughter—her intimacy with the king is shown
by the way she casually rests her hand with silver rings and pink nail
polish on the king’s shoulder. The king’s relation to the other two
characters is less legible. Judging from costume and proxemics, one
might be a senior wife, the other a courtier or confidant. Backing
them, inexplicably, is the open carriage of a freight train packed
with cement bags. A rusted iron pillar and cement floor tiles suggest
we are at a station. The bags are on their way to somewhere else.
Another site is to be developed. Kethoprak itself is shown to be
immobile, static, fixed.

The subject of a related image, titled ‘Airport’, is a long-haired young
warrior, with showy purple waistcoat and trousers, a keris tucked
into a bright red sash tied jauntily around his waist. He stands in
a field with a discarded pack of cigarettes in the foreground and
weeds in the background, and aims an invisible arrow at the sky.
Behind him, unnoticed, an AirAsia plane is taking off in a steep
incline. Inevitably, we recollect the ill-fated Indonesia AirAsia Flight
8501 which took off from Surabaya on 28 December 2014, stalled
over the Java Sea after an abnormally steep climb, and crashed,
causing the deaths of all 162 on board. The image does not ascribe
blame for the accident. The archer does not aim at the plane. But
it does raise questions. What sorts of aviators are responsible for
today’s ascents into the sky? Are they heroic and patriotic like the
knights of yore, bound by the code of the warrior class and an ethos
of responsibility? Or faceless profiteers?
The image ‘Aircon’ positions a moustachioed king, bare-chested and
thick-armed with a high red crown next to a double-fanned Korean
air conditioning unit. Eyes crossed in an attitude of madness, he
embraces the machine. An ear is cocked near the fan, suggesting
attentive listening and the confusion of an inanimate object for a
person. This improvisation with a fan is a take on a stock scene
in the classical theatre in which a king in the throes of love, such
as Kelana in the Panji story cycle, confuses a pillar or an animal or
a man with the princess of his dreams. The ridiculousness of the
moment is underlined by the two muscular young warriors to the
king’s left, one with an amulet around his neck to protect him from
harm, who point and laugh at the king’s foolishness. Air conditioners
might sigh and groan and blow cooling air into an aroused ear. But
they are not going to respond to affection.

Ketoprak has always delighted in
anachronisms and thrived under conditions
of ideological clash. It emerged suddenly
in Yogyakarta in the mid-1920s in a time
of political confrontation and involved
the adaptation of cosmopolitan culture
(Hollywood toga dramas, Chinese operas,
Malay musical theatre) into local idioms.
It flowered in the 1970s as a form of culture for the ‘little people,’
mostly elderly women who were displaced from agrarian work by
the green revolution and ignored by government modernization
programmes. The arrival in the 1990s of ketoprak humour, a
televisual adaptation of the stage drama, cast young television stars
and starlets as princes and princesses who, with their poor or nonexistent skills in Javanese language and culture, were fair game for
ridicule by clown characters. Seen in this light, Project Tobong is not
a contradiction of ketoprak but its logical development.

Professor Matthew Isaac Cohen

Matthew Isaac Cohen is Professor of International Theatre at Royal Holloway, University of London.
He has been studying Indonesian performing arts since 1988 as an anthropologist, historian and performer.

JAVANESE TRADITIONAL THEATRE
Theatre in Java has a thousand year old history at least, and
includes a wide range of forms, many linked to pre-Islamic beliefs
and practices. Shadow puppetry, wayang kulit, seems to have
been at the core of Javanese theatre, influencing the development
of other genres. As well as being shown regularly on national
television, shadow puppet performances are sponsored by families
and communities to accompany ritual events such as weddings
or rice planting. Most relate epic stories from the Ramayana or
Mahabharata or episodes from Javanese history, legend and myth,
including a cycle of stories around the culture hero Panji. Rod
puppets are also used in Java, but these are less common.

Over the centuries, the various sultanates have developed their
own art forms by adapting and combining ancient Hindu-Buddhist
traditions in the spirit of Islam. Court performances of wayang
wong, a form of dance drama in elaborate costume, involved huge
casts and months of preparation. Outside the courts, other ancient
Javanese theatrical forms include topeng (masked dance-drama,
often enacting Panji stories), masquerade forms often involving
trance such as hobby horse dancing (jaran kepang), and reyog,
where performers wear huge headdresses of peacock feathers.

The New York Public Library. “Java - Wayang Wong: Arjuna Wiwaha. Istana,
Mangkunagaran, Surakarta, 1936-1937. Scene: Shiva transformed into a
naga [serpent] and Ardjuna transformed into a garuda [eagle] in battle.”

The New York Public Library. “Java - Wayang Wong: Arjuna Wiwaha.
Istana, Mangkunagaran, Surakarta, 1936-1937.
Four-armed Batara Guru (Shiva) in movement.”

Leiden University Library. King Darsa Alam and Three Heavenly Nymphs.
1906 komedi stambul performance of the play Jula-Juli Bintang Tiga in
Gombong, central Java.

Actors in the komedi stambul play. Stambul, as it was known for short, quickly
became a pan-Indonesian craze due to the tours of commercial troupes by
train and steamship. The play depicted in this photograph, and its elaborate
sequined costumes, is derived in part from the Parsi theatre-- theatre troupes
from India toured Java as early as 1883. Komedi stambul became one of the
key sources for ketoprak, which was also known in the 1920s and 1930s as
“stambul Jawi” (Javanese stambul).

Universiteit Leiden, The Netherlands. Collections Kitlv.
”Wajang topeng op Java”. Indonesia, Javanese, Jawa. Circa 1900

Universiteit Leiden, The Netherlands. Collections Kitlv.
”Topeng-speler op Java”. Indonesia, Javanese, Jawa. Circa 1910

EXHIBITIONS & EVENTS

Open 1, 2015 © Open Eye Gallery

”The hosting of Risang Yuwono at Gasworks felt like a monumental
occasion. This partnership gave us a rare opportunity to work with
an artist from a region under-represented in the UK. Not only did the
residency feel like a great success in terms of supporting networking
and professional development opportunities for Risang in Europe
and the meaningful engagement with Gasworks local audience, but
we hope that we can build upon this experience to develop further
contacts and collaborations in Southeast Asia. It will be a strategic
focus to work on this region over the coming years, as Gasworks
continues to reassess both its position and function globally.”

iCan, 2012 © Helen Marshall

Artist Digie Sigit , 2012 © Helen Marshall

Rowan Geddis, Gasworks Residencies Programmer

iCan, 2012 © Helen Marshall

iCan, 2012 © Helen Marshall
Gasworks, 2013 © Helen Marshall

Open 1, Open Eye Gallery, 2015 © Paul Karalius

“I had the opportunity to look at and present Project Tobong
during my time as director of Open Eye Gallery. I particularly
liked the two levels of artistic collaboration established by
Helen Marshall for this project; that with fellow artist and
photographer Risang Yuwono (co-author of the series) and
that with the Ketoprak Tobong theatre troupe, who inspired
and modelled for the work. As a westerner visiting Indonesia,
Marshall could have easily slipped into one of the most
common mistakes and clichés exoticising the country and its
traditions for the benefit of foreign audiences.
Project Tobong is a very humorous body of work. It is also
ambivalent as it is never clear whether the actors who
perform in front of the camera have themselves chosen to
be represented in a certain way (costumes, poses, locations,
backgrounds, etc.) or if they are simply responding to the
artists’ instructions. In short co-authorship and co-ownership
is what makes this project distinct and worth looking at.”
Lorenzo Fusi, Director Open Eye Gallery
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PROJECT TOBONG AT THE HORNIMAN MUSEUM AND GARDENS
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An exhibition of Project Tobong is on display at the
Horniman Museum and Gardens in Forest Hill, London, on
the South Hall Balcony. Alongside is a reyog mask which
was presented to the Museum in 1965, together with film
and photographs of a reyog performance in Ponorogo,
East Java taken by Helen Marshall in 2015.
The Horniman Museum’s collections from Java include a
range of material relating to performance including more
than 100 leather shadow puppets as well as a number of
wooden golek puppets, dance masks and costume items.
In addition the archive includes photographs taken in Java
and Bali by Beryl de Zoete in the 1930s.
The Horniman Museum and Gardens opened in 1901
as a gift to the people in perpetuity from tea trader
and philanthropist Frederick John Horniman, to ‘bring
the world to Forest Hill’. Today the Horniman has a
collection of 350,000 objects, specimens and artefacts
from around the world. Its galleries include natural
history, anthropology, music and an acclaimed aquarium.
Indoor exhibits link to the award-winning display gardens
set among 16 acres of beautiful, green space offering
spectacular views across London.
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1: Photo taken by Helen Marshall of a reyog
performance in Java, 2015
2: Horniman Museum and Gardens ©Peter Cook/VIEW
3: Masked dancers at the Yogyakarta court,
representing a demon army. Circa 1925. © Horniman
Museum and Gardens.
4: Dancer in the role of Gatotkaca, wearing a skirt
cloth with a court design and a waist cloth with an
Indian patola design. The style of court dance costume
is echoed in that of ketoprak performers. Probably
late 1930s. Beryl de Zoete collection, Horniman
Museum and Gardens archive. 397-1399.

PROJECT TIMELINE
Jakarta Institute of the Arts, Ritus

Jakarta

2011

Exhibition

iCAN Residency

Yogyakarta

Oct. 2011 - Jan. 2012

Residency

Photovoice
‘Photographic Images Changing Society’

Rich Mix, London

Jun. 2013

Event

Delhi Photo Festival

Delhi

27 Sep. - 11 Oct. 2013

Festival

Indonesia Kontemporer, SOAS

Indonesia

Oct. 2013

Talk

SEA ArtsFest

Pasar Malam, London

3 - 9 Nov. 2013

Event

Northern Gallery for Contemporary Art
North East Photography Network

Sunderland

Nov. 2013

Exhibition

The Kuala Lumpur International Photo Awards

Kuala Lumpur

Aug. 2014

Festival

Look 15 Liverpool International Photo Festival

Liverpool

15 - 31 May 2015

Festival

Open Eye Gallery | Open1

Liverpool

16 May - 23 Aug. 2015

Exhibition

Medini Live!

Malaysia

6 - 7 Jun. 2015

Exhibition

Open Eye Gallery | Helen Marshall:
Performing for the Camera Workshop

Liverpool

20 Jul.2015

Event

Horniman Museum and Gardens | South Balcony Gallery

London

3 Oct. 2015 - 10 Apr. 2016

Exhibition

Indonesia Kontemporer, SOAS

London

4 Oct. 2015

Talk
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